
What is a Myth?



Step 1

• Define the keyword in 
the question.

• In our case here, we 
are looking for the 
definition to…

• Myth



Myth:

A Story rooted in 
the most ancient 
religious beliefs 
and institutions of 
a people...usually 
dealing with gods 
or natural 
happenings.



Myth Origins

To learn more about 
myths, today we 
are going to 
research a 
particular myth   
by asking the 
following 
question...



Where
do

Monarch
Butterflies

come from?
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Step 1:

Define the keyword 
in the question.

In this question, we 
are looking for the 
definition of...

Monarch 
Butterflies



Monarch Butterfly:
Recognize this?

These large butterflies are orange and black.



Step 2:

Try to determine  
(find out) what 
information the 
question is asking 
for, or seeking.

We can find many 
different answers 
to our question. 

REMEMBER
PERSPECTIVE!



Step 2:

Let us look at three types:

A) Scientific

B) Geographic 

C) Mythological



A)  Scientific Answer

A Caterpillar eats and eats and 
eats, storing up enough  
energy for its metamorphosis 
(change) into a butterfly.  

The caterpillar makes a 
Chrysalis and metamorphoses 
(changes) from a caterpillar 
into a butterfly.



A)  Scientific Answer

Stage 1:  It is a tiny egg.

Stage 2:  It becomes a 
black, yellow and   
white striped 
caterpillar.

Stage 3:  The monarch 
forms a chrysalis

Stage 4:  The monarch 
emerges as a   black 
and orange butterfly



B)  Geographic Explanation

Like many birds, 
monarch butterflies 
migrate south for 
the winter and 
return north for the 
summer.

migrate: travel/move



During the Spring and Fall, 
while they migrate, you 
can see the butterflies 
traveling in large groups, 
sometimes taking a 
break and filling up an 
entire tree!

B)  Geographic Explanation



Let’s look at the lifestyle of some of my 
cultural ancestors for their explanation as 
to where monarch butterflies come from...

C)  Mythological Explanation

culture: ancestor: 



The

of
Central Mexico



Where the                 Came From

The                 were a group of mercenaries 
who came to the Valley of Mexico from 
the North. 

Since the valley was already populated, 
there was little available land. 

A prophecy stated that they would find 
their homeland where an eagle is eating 
a snake while perched on a cactus.



Notice any similarities
with the

National Flag of Mexico?



Notice any similarities
with the

National Flag of Mexico?



The Building of a Capital City
The problem with this area 

was that it was swamp 
land.  If anyone has seen 
Pearl Park after heavy 
rains, you know what    
the              saw. 

A swamp is very wet, bug-
infested, and not the best 
place to live.



They turned that into a city by filling it 
with dirt and building levees.

The Building of a Capital City



They built the city of Tenochtitlan.

The Building of a Capital City



Templo Mayor

Their largest building, where they performed 
many of their religious ceremonies.  



Tenochtitlan - Mexico City

Mexico City was built

ON TOP

of Tenochtitlan



Religion

They saw the universe 
as a system that only 
worked when 
everything was 
balanced and in 
order. 

The                 had a very 
complex religious 
system.  They 
equated their gods 
with the cosmos itself



The only way to make sure that this was 
maintained was to make sure that the 
Gods were happy.

But how could the               , ordinary 
human beings, make the gods happy?

Religion



Deeper Analysis

religion was

based on

the nature of cycles

and

the concept of motion.

What cycles do we see in nature?



Cycles in Nature

Days

Light during the Day          Darkness at Night     



Cycles in Nature

Seasons

Now, what MOVES in the Universe?



Celestial Bodies

The Sun moves around the galaxy.

The Earth moves around the Sun.

The Moon moves around the Earth.



The Sun and Moon 
are easily visible to 
the naked eye, and 
most people can 
see the Earth... 
even Homer.

Just Look Down!



The Movement of the Cosmos 
Was Important for Survival.

The                 believed that if the cosmos stopped 
moving, the Sun (world) would come to an end.



The Movement of the Cosmos 
Was Important for Survival.

Because the gods kept

the cosmos moving,

the             had to

keep them happy!



Food Cycle in the          
World

The Gods give sunlight

The

sunlight 
helps

The

Maize

grow

The maize feeds the people

The people feed…



Motion…

What MOVES in 
your body?

BodyWorlds Exhibit



Blood travels 
through your 
circulatory system 
in order to 
provide oxygen 
for your body.

So, what 
moves 

the 
blood?



The Heart
Pumps blood throughout the 

circulatory system. If the 
heart stops pumping (or 
moving) the blood, then 
the body does not get the 
needed oxygen. If this 
happens, you die!  To see 
how this might answer our 
question, of where 
monarch butterflies come 
from, we must study...



Circulatory
System

Artery (red) – Carries 

blood (with oxygen) 

AWAY from heart 

Vein (blue) – Carries 

blood (NO Oxygen) 

TOWARD heart



The Art of



There are five priests who take part in 
the sacrifice;  one for each of the Four 

Suns and the Creator.

Aztec Trader Spy/Warrior Spanish Warrior/Conqueror



Tonatiuh

“The Creator”

He is at the

center of the

Sun Stone

(sticking out his tongue)



Tezcatlipoca

Ruler of the

First Sun

Destroyed by

Jaguars



Quetzalcoatl

Ruler of the

Second Sun

Destroyed by 

Wind

He was a human from the First Sun who was “deified.” 

This means he became a god.



Tlaloc

Ruler of the

Third Sun

Destroyed by 
Rain



Chalchiuhtlicue

Ruler of the

Fourth Sun

Destroyed by 
Water



Pochteca

Merchant Warrior

Trader/Spy



Conquistador

Spanish Conqueror

Hernan Cortes

conquered the 

Aztecs



Stages of a Sacrifice

It is quite improper to simply kill 
someone for the gods. The carried 
out ritual sacrifices.  This means 
that they followed a pattern and 
each action had important 
spiritual, social, and even 
monetary value.  



Stages of a Sacrifice
1. No Escape

2. Take a Break 

3. Ginsu Knife Use #13

4. It’s in Here Somewhere…

5. I Got It!

6. Take a Bite out of…

7. Rollin’, Rollin’, Rollin’

8. Spread ‘Em!

9. Ready to Wear

10.Feast



1. No Escape

Capture the Enemy

(mācuahuitl)



2. Take a Break

Place on the Altar



3. Ginsu Knife Use #13



4. It’s Gotta be Here Somewhere
Angry Romo

Liban



4. It’s Gotta be Here Somewhere



4. It’s Gotta be Here Somewhere



5. I Got IT!

Thrust Heart to Sun



6. Take a Bite Out Of…



Chacmool



7. Rollin’, Rollin’, Rollin’



8. Spread ‘Em



9. Ready to Wear



10. Feast



10. Feast



Heart & Soul

Soul Emerges as a Monarch Butterfly




